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Abstract— The direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) process 

gives designers the possibility to build parts of almost any 

complexity in a wide range of metallic materials. However, 

as a relatively new technique, it is still in the development 

stage as the resulting properties of the sintered metallic parts 

are not yet strong enough for many industrial applications. 

The aim of this research is to improve the overall 

performance of the DMLS process by optimizing the control 

of process parameters that have very strong influence on the 

quality of the built part.  The purpose of this dissertation work 

that doing different experiments on DMLS machine at 

different levels by varying orientation and layer thickness 

with the help of Taguchi L8 method for optimization by 

response surface methodology. It can be concluded as the best 

parameter set for dimensional accuracy for Stainless steel 

(SS316) material. To identify the effective parameters for 

mentioned response through ANOVA table. The 

mathematical equation for responses for predicting value in 

future will be generated by regression analysis. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The DMLS process uses liquid-phase sintering to bind 

metallic particles together and is a strong contender to SLS to 

further advance the application of RP in the manufacturing 

field. Metallic parts serving as a direct function or tooling 

prototype have wider applications compared with the typical 

SLS parts made of plastic or sand. As in the case of a typical 

RP process, to create a 3-D physical part by the DMLS 

process, a digital model is first created with the help of a CAD 

system. After that it can be built automatically from the 

exported 3-D model file of the CAD system (normally in 

.STL format). [1]  

 
Fig. 1:  Schematic diagram of DMLS Process [1] 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. A.N. Chatterjee, Sanjay Kumar, P. Saha, P.K. Mishra, A. 

Roy Choudhury 

This paper is an outcome of the application of statistical 

design of experiments to the process of selective laser 

sintering (SLS) on low carbon steel powder using pulsed 

Nd:YAG laser of max. average power 100 W. It is intended 

to investigate the effects of variation of sintering parameters: 

layer thickness and hatching distance (side step) on the 

density, hardness and porosity of the sintered products. 

Experiments have been done according to second order 

central composite rotatable design and response surfaces of 

the outputs are plotted after regression analysis. It has been 

observed that increasing layer thickness and hatching 

distance results in an increase in porosity that diminishes the 

hardness and density. The quality of laser sintering is affected 

by layer thickness and hatching distance. Hardness increases 

with a decrease in layer thickness. Porosity increases with an 

increase in layer thickness and hatching distance.[2] 

B. Hong-Seok Byun,Kwan H. Lee 

This study aims to determine the optimal build-up direction 

of a part for different RP systems. The revised average 

weighted surface roughness, which considers stair stepping 

effect, build time calculated by laser/knife/nozzle travel, and 

part cost calculated by build cost rate, labor cost rate, material 

cost, etc., are considered. Among the orientation candidates 

chosen from the convex hull of a model, the best orientation 

is selected using the simple additive weighting method, a 

widely used multi-criterion method for decision making. The 

best orientation is also identified for each criterion. The 

validity of the algorithm is demonstrated by several 

examples. The algorithm can help RP users select the best 

build-up direction of the part and create optimal process 

planning[3] 

C. L.M. Galantucci , F. Lavecchia,G. Percoco 

Most rapid prototyping (RP) additive techniques are 

expensive and suffer from a lack of efficiency when massive 

products are to be manufactured. The authors propose to 

reduce the density of rapid prototyped parts, finding 

alternative building styles. Topologically optimized parts 

have been created with internal geometry, using a narrow-

waisted structure that avoids the need for building supports. 

In order to characterise and study the behaviour of the 

obtained low density parts, an experimental plan has been 

designed and executed. The approach has been tested using a 

fused deposition modeling (FDM) machine, but it is of a 

general nature and can be applied to other layered 

manufacturing (LM) technologies that use supports, dealing 

with slow building of massive parts. In this paper the authors 

propose a methodology serving to reduce materials 
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consumption, times and costs for producing layered 

manufactured products in various RPT such as, FDM, MRP, 

SLM etc.[4] 

D. Dr. A. F. Ribeiro, Lic.Informática, BSc, PhD., Prof. J. 

Norrish, BSc, MSc. 

The dimensional accuracy achieved depends very much on 

the shape of the component. The more complex it becomes 

the more difficult it is to estimate. Bead geometry estimation 

is obviously extremely important. If the geometry is not 

estimated accurately it can influence the overall component 

shape. In this practical trial, the height of the component was 

most seriously affected. The standoff, contact tip to work 

piece separation, was not constant. It needed some adjustment 

during the building process. This affects the process 

deposition rate. The tapered shape of the component was one 

of the reasons for the standoff variation. If a tapered section 

is to be built, the distance between two layers is still the same 

but the real distance is a little increased because of the angle, 

this effect could be corrected by on-line torch height adaptive 

control.[5] 

E. L.M. Galantucci , F. Lavecchia, G. Percoco 

In this paper the mechanical properties of FDM prototype 

streated with a solution of 90% dimethyl ketone and 10% 

water have been analysed.  In conditions of reduced 

roughness, a minor reduction of the Height was found buta 

greater ductility was found. a turbine blade has been tested 

with the three-point bending test, and has shown no loss of 

mechanical properties but a reduced roughness.[6] 

F. Andreas Wegner, Gerd Witt 

This paper shows the correlation of process parameters and 

part properties in laser sintering using response surface 

modeling. The results presented in the paper provide, for the 

first time, detailed information on the correlation between 

process parameters and part properties using a high speed 

laser sintering machine, Laser power and layer thickness were 

found to be the main influencing factors on mechanical 

properties. [7] 

III. EXPERIMENT & RESULT 

Process parameter Level1 Level2 Level3 Level4 

Build orientation 

[degree °] 
00 900   

Layer thickness 

[mm] 
0.030 0.04 0.05 0.06 

Material type SS316    

Table. 1: Range of Process Parameters 

IV. ANOVA ANALYSIS 

From ANOVA result it is observed that the layer thickness 

and orientation influencing parameter for length, because the 

value of p for all process parameters are 0.029 and 0.012 

respectively which is less than 0.05, so they are influencing 

parameter for length. 

From ANOVA result it is observed that the layer 

thickness and orientation are influencing parameter for 

Height, while the value of p for layer thickness and 

orientation are 0.001 and 0.003 respectively which are less 

than 0.05 p values. So, both process parameters are 

influencing parameter for Height. 

From ANOVA result it is observed that the layer thickness 

and orientation influencing parameter for width, because the 

value of p for all process parameters are less than 0.05p value.  

From ANOVA result it is observed that the layer thickness 

and orientation influencing parameter for length, because the 

value of p for both process parameters are 0.040 and 0.000 

respectively which is less than 0.05, so they are influencing 

parameter for top surface roughness. 

From ANOVA result it is observed that the layer 

thickness and orientation are influencing parameter for side 

surface roughness, while the value of p for layer thickness and 

orientation are 0.035 and 0.000 respectively which are less 

than 0.05 p values. So, both process parameters are   

influencing parameter for side surface roughness From the 

ANOVA it has been concluded that for percentage change in 

Length  and height the best combination set is 0.06mm, 0̊. For 

percentage change in Width the best combination set is 

0.03mm, 90̊, and for Surface roughness the best combination 

set is 0.03mm, 0 ̊ and for side surface roughness the best 

combination set is 0.03mm, 90̊. 

V. REGRESSION MODEL 

The regression equation takes the form of:        Response= 

constant + coefficient (predictor) +… + coefficient 

(predictor) 

Delta L = 0.00869 - 0.0958 Layer Thickness + 0.000021 

Orientation 

Delta H = 0.0127 - 0.158 Layer Thickness + 0.000019 

Orientation 

Delta W = - 0.00458 + 0.250 Layer Thickness - 0.000028 

Orientation 

Top SR = 1.57 + 20.5 Layer Thickness + 0.0389 Orientation 

Side SR = 5.52 + 11.5 Layer Thickness - 0.0397 Orientation 

VI. MULTI RESPONSE OPTIMIZATION OF PROCESS 

PARAMETER 

In grey relational analysis total performance of multi 

objective optimization is depending on value of grey 

relational grade and it is calculated by average value of grey 

relational coefficient.  

In grey relational analysis higher the grey  relational 

grade of experiment says that the corresponding experimental 

combination is optimum condition for multi objective 

optimization and gives better product quality. Also from the 

basis of the grey relational grade, the factor effect can be 

estimated and the optimal level for each controllable factor 

can also be determined.  

Iit is found that experiment no.7 (0.06mm Layer 

Thickness and 0° Orientation) has the best multiple 

performances characteristic among 8 experiments, because it 

has the highest grey relational grade of 0.809362. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Experimental investigation on direct metal rapid prototyping 

of ss316 material has been done using Rapid prototype to 

build specimen. The following conclusions are made. 

1) From the S/N ratio plot the optimum parameter settings 

for delta length and delta height at, ie. Orientation 00 and 

layer thickness 0.06 mm. but for delta width result is 

totally reverse it get optimum at Orientation 900 and layer 

thickness 0.03 mm. 
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2) It can also observed that layer thickness is the most 

prominent factor affecting the dimensional accuracy. Its 

contribution is more compare to orientation. 

3) From the S/N ratio plot the optimum parameter setting 

for top surface roughness at, ie. . Orientation 00 and layer 

thickness 0.03 mm and side surface roughness get 

minimum at . Orientation900 and layer thickness 0.03 

mm 

4) The objectives such as dimensional accuracy and surface 

roughness are optimized using a single objective taguchi 

method. 

5) Through use of regression equation, engineer can 

manipulate range of orientation and layer thickness for 

this particular work- material. Also it has been find out 

and predicted linear length of the specimen (L,B,H) and 

surface roughness at any combination of process 

parameter. 

6) The optimal parameter values are at orientation 00 and 

layer thickness 0.006 mm At these parameters the values 

of delta length, delta height and delta width and top and 

side surface roughness 0.003333, 0.003333, 0.010833, 

2.92 and 6.21 respectively. 
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